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Abstract: Mass remote sensing data management and processing is currently one of the most
important topics. In this study, we introduce ScienceEarth, a cluster-based data processing framework.
The aim of ScienceEarth is to store, manage, and process large-scale remote sensing data in a
cloud-based cluster-computing environment. The platform consists of the following three main
parts: ScienceGeoData, ScienceGeoIndex, and ScienceGeoSpark. ScienceGeoData stores and manages
remote sensing data. ScienceGeoIndex is an index and query system, a spatial index based on
quad-tree and Hilbert curve which is combined for heterogeneous tiled remote sensing data that
makes efficient data retrieval in ScienceGeoData. ScienceGeoSpark is an easy-to-use computing
framework in which we use Apache Spark as the analytics engine for big remote sensing data
processing. The result of tests proves that ScienceEarth can efficiently store, retrieve, and process
remote sensing data. The results reveal ScienceEarth has the potential and capabilities of efficient big
remote sensing data processing.
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1. Introduction

Remote sensing is an important earth observation method without physical contact [1] which is
widely applied in agriculture [2], climate [3], water bodies [4], and many other fields. In recent years,
the progress of sensors and computer technologies has initiated the proliferation of remote sensing
data. Currently, more than 1000 remote sensing satellites have been launched [5] and data gathered
by a single satellite center are accumulating at a rate of terabytes per day [6]. The amount of Earth
observation data of the European Space Agency has exceeded 1.5 PB [7]. Additionally, many other
approaches, such as UAVs, are frequently employed in differentiated remote sensing data collection
tasks [8–11]. Digital Earth big data which is based on multivariate remote sensing data has reached the
ZB level [12]. Obviously, remote sensing data has been universally acknowledged as “big data”.

Since we are continuously gathering various types of high-quality remote sensing data, we are
facing several challenges when we make most of this data and mine the value inside. First, the quantity
of remote sensing data expected to be managed is enormous and the structure of remote sensing data
is complicated. Remote sensing data is stored in different formats and structures such as GeoTiff,
ASCII, HDF, and data are not interactive between different datasets [13]. Therefore, it is necessary to
invent a general remote sensing data storage and index architectures that are aimed at “remote sensing
big data” [14]. Secondly, we notice that remote sensing data processing places high demands on
computing performance. [15]. On the one hand, with the continuous improvement of data quality and
accuracy, more high-resolution data needs to be processed; on the other hand, with the development
of algorithms such as machine learning and deep learning, the algorithms for processing remote
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sensing data are becoming more and more complex. Faced with the two main challenges, as previously
mentioned, novel technologies are expected to be applied.

Great efforts have focused on both the availability of remote sensing data and computation. To
guarantee high availability of remote sensing data, distributed storage systems have been widely
applied. MongeDB is a distributed database originally supporting both storage and index of remote
sensing data and vector data [16,17]. The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) can be applied to
store all types of remote sensing data which proves to outperform the local file system [18,19]. It is
feasible to store remote sensing data with NoSQL database such as HBase [20]. In addition, discrete
globe grid systems (DGGSs) [21] and some other data organization approaches [22,23] help to index
and define the organization of row data. Cluster-based and cloud-based HPC are two dominating
patterns for remote sensing processing [24]. “Master-slave” structure helps to scheduling and perform
complex remote sensing processing which proves to significantly improve the efficiency of remote
sensing data computing [25]. OpenMP provides flexible, scalable, and potentially computational
performance [26]. MapReduce uses the “map/reduce” function and transforms the complex remote
sensing algorithm into a list of operations [27,28]. Apart from the individual solutions, some unified
platforms are proposed to offer a throughout solution for remote sensing big data. PipsCloud is a
large-scale remote sensing data processing system based on HPC and distributed systems [29]. Google
Earth Engine (GEE) provides easy access to high-performance computing resources for large-scale
remote sensing datasets [30]. However, since GEE is a public cloud platform open to the public,
its computing power obviously cannot satisfy large-scale remote sensing scientific research. Google
Earth Engine is not open source and it is not convenient to process private datasets with a user’s
own computing resources. Nevertheless, as a very successful earth big data processing platform,
GEE provides great inspiration for our research. Above all, existing solutions for the problems of
remote sensing storage and processing are facing the following major issues: (1) the storage system
and processing system are independent, the huge amount data in storage system are not flexible and
scalable enough for on-demand processing system [31]; (2) processing systems, such as MapReduce,
are relatively difficult for remote sensing scientists or clients without related IT experience; and (3)
powerful general big data tools are not especially designed for the field of remote sensing, basic remote
sensing algorithms are not supported. Therefore, in order to overcome these challenges, we propose a
new cloud-based remote sensing big data processing platform.

In this study, we build a remote sensing platform, ScienceEarth, for storing, managing,
and processing large-scale remote sensing data. On the basis of stable open source software, ScienceEarth
aims to provide a throughout solution for “remote sensing big data” with easy access for remote
sensing scientists. ScienceEarth provides users with ready-to-use datasets and easy-to-use API for
complex distributed process system without dealing with data and computational problems. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the architecture of the
platform, explain the design and implementation of main components; in Section 3, we describe the
experimental validation of the platform; in Section 4, we discuss the results of the experiments; finally,
we give a general conclusion in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Architecture of ScienceEarth

The general architecture of ScienceEarth is illustrated in Figure 1. The system is built upon virtual
machines with OpenStack Cloud [32]. Cloud offers flexible and elastic containers in support of the
platform [33]. The resources such as storages and computation are elastic which means that users can
freely increase or decrease the resources for the platform. We make use of SSD, HHD, and HDD as
storage for different situations. CPUs and GPU are vitalized by cloud to support different types of
computational tasks. Furthermore, we are planning to add FPGA in our system. Cloud-based virtual
resources provide strong and secure support for ScienceEarth.
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and ScienceGeoSpark. ScienceGeoData is a remote sensing data storage framework. ScienceGeoData 
is in charge of storing and sharing remote sensing data where the Hadoop Distributed File System 
HDFS [34] is placed as the basic file system. NoSQL database, namely HBase [35], is applied to store 
heterogeneous tiled remote sensing data. ScienceGeoIndex is a remote sensing index framework 
following the basic rules of quad-tree [36] and Hilbert curve [37]. The framework rules the structure 
of unique key for HBase and provides access for efficient and flexible query. ScienceGeoSpark is an 
easy-to-use computing framework on top of the Hadoop YARN [38]. The core computation engine 
of ScienceGeoSpark is Spark [39] which supports distributed in-memory computation. 

2.2.  ScienceGeoData: A Remote Sensing Data Storage Framework 

For intensive data subscription and distribution service, it is essential to guarantee high 
availability of remote sensing data. ScienceGeoData take charge of storage and I/O of remote sensing 
data of ScienceEarth. We expect the system to maintain a large amount of ready-to-use data to 
provide data services for various algorithms of clients. Following this pattern, data is prestored in 
HBase or a HDFS; data is called and queried repeatedly in future usage and services. According to 
the architecture of a whole system, data stored in HBase are provided according to the "one-time 
storage, multiple-read" strategy. As is illustrated in Figure 1, the HDFS forms the base of 
ScienceGeoData to provide high-throughput access to remote sensing data. Apart from the HDFS, 
HBase stores formatted remote sensing data and metadata. On the basis of the HDFS, HBase provides 
high-speed real-time database query and read-write capabilities.  

A HDFS is a powerful distributed file system where we can safely store enormous remote 
sensing data in any format in a cloud file system similar to the local file system. Furthermore, a HDFS 
does not limit the file size and total storage; TB level single remote sensing image can also be stored 

Figure 1. Architecture of ScienceEarth prototype.

The body of ScienceEarth consists of three main parts, that is, ScienceGeoData, ScienceGeoIndex,
and ScienceGeoSpark. ScienceGeoData is a remote sensing data storage framework. ScienceGeoData
is in charge of storing and sharing remote sensing data where the Hadoop Distributed File System
HDFS [34] is placed as the basic file system. NoSQL database, namely HBase [35], is applied to store
heterogeneous tiled remote sensing data. ScienceGeoIndex is a remote sensing index framework
following the basic rules of quad-tree [36] and Hilbert curve [37]. The framework rules the structure
of unique key for HBase and provides access for efficient and flexible query. ScienceGeoSpark is an
easy-to-use computing framework on top of the Hadoop YARN [38]. The core computation engine of
ScienceGeoSpark is Spark [39] which supports distributed in-memory computation.

2.2. ScienceGeoData: A Remote Sensing Data Storage Framework

For intensive data subscription and distribution service, it is essential to guarantee high availability
of remote sensing data. ScienceGeoData take charge of storage and I/O of remote sensing data of
ScienceEarth. We expect the system to maintain a large amount of ready-to-use data to provide
data services for various algorithms of clients. Following this pattern, data is prestored in HBase
or a HDFS; data is called and queried repeatedly in future usage and services. According to the
architecture of a whole system, data stored in HBase are provided according to the "one-time storage,
multiple-read" strategy. As is illustrated in Figure 1, the HDFS forms the base of ScienceGeoData to
provide high-throughput access to remote sensing data. Apart from the HDFS, HBase stores formatted
remote sensing data and metadata. On the basis of the HDFS, HBase provides high-speed real-time
database query and read-write capabilities.
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A HDFS is a powerful distributed file system where we can safely store enormous remote sensing
data in any format in a cloud file system similar to the local file system. Furthermore, a HDFS does not
limit the file size and total storage; TB level single remote sensing image can also be stored entirely in a
HDFS. As shown in Figure 2, the remote sensing dataset is replicated as three copies in the storage
system as default. Especially, some of the hotspot remote sensing data can replicate more copies to
meet the requirements of the frequent subscriptions. Following this manner, data are secured with
multi-transcript stored in different nodes which guarantees that central remote sensing data is not
lost even if some of the servers are down. For remote sensing stored in a HDFS, metadata is stored in
HBase. To reach the targeted remote sensing data, a query is performed on the related HBase table
to obtain the file path redirecting the file stored in a HDFS. Additionally, load balance is enabled
automatically to avoid network bottleneck of single node. To sum up, a HDFS provides safe and
massive cloud-based storage for remote sensing files.
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Figure 2. Remote sensing data system with a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and HBase.

In addition to direct storage in a HDFS, we propose to also save remote sensing raster data in
HBase. HBase is a columnar NoSQL database. Built upon the HDFS, HBase offers the same ability as
the HDFS and guarantees security and load balance, as previously mentioned. HBase supports the
storage of large quantities of data, as well as efficient query with row key. Remote sensing data stored
in HBase is stored as files in the form of PNG, and each image has a fixed size. Each image in PNG
format is able to store three bands of data. Such images are called tiles which is similar to the data
stored in map service. The difference is that we store this data in a NoSQL database, which improves
the indexing and I/O capabilities. First, giant remote sensing files are preprocessed and divided into
small tile files with the same pixel size, for example, 256 pixels × 256 pixels. Each tile is, then, marked
with a unique indexing row key which we can use to find the tile in a large table. In this way, users
can accurately locate the spatiotemporal data required through the ScienceGeoIndex module. The
large amount of remote sensing data in the data warehouse becomes "live" data. In the process of data
storage, data standards and projections have also been unified. There is an interactive connection
between datasets and the storage metadata has also been standardized. Under certain circumstances,
for example, change detection, the task is relatively difficult if we would like to retrieve data from
series of time series remote sensing data. Large amounts of related data should be queried, and certain
data should be cut and mosaicked. On the contrary, serval tiles in a targeted range in different time
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slices are needed if we retrieve from ScienceGeoData. In such case, the efficiency has been greatly
improved thanks to ScienceGeoData and ScienceGeoIndex.

2.3. ScienceGeoIndex: Remote Sensing Tile Data Index and Query Framework

It is very important to efficiently index and query remote sensing tile data. As illustrated in
Figure 2, index metadata of remote sensing data stored in the HDFS is stored in HBase and remote
sensing tiles in HBase are queried according to certain indexing rules. Compared with data stored in
the HDFS, tiles in HBase have greater query requirements. The efficiency of index and query directly
affects the overall efficiency of ScienceEarth. However, HBase’s query and indexing capabilities are not
inherently powerful as only key-based queries are supported. Therefore, HBase storage indexes and
queries for remote sensing data need to be optimized. In this section, we discuss the index and query
of remote sensing tile data with quad-tree and Hilbert curve.

HBase supports immense unstructured data storage, as well as rapid row key index, where the
efficiency of the index relies on the design of the row key. First, the row key should be as short as
possible while the row key is uniquely pointed to each tile. For HBase, data are listed and indexed
with the ASCII order of the row key, while continuous query is very efficient in regard to single query.
Hence, we should guarantee the continuity of the row keys of which the data are spatial and time
related. As illustrated in Figure 3, an example of a row key structure designed for tile data is composed
of four main parts which take approximately nine chars. The first two chars represent the dataset the
file belongings to. The band and year information take approximately one and two chars, respectively.
The last part of the row key indicates the space location of the tile in the image.
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Supposing that the remote sensing data are in the shape of rectangle, we divide the image into
four rectangle parts with the same size. Like a quad-tree, each subpart is divided into another four
parts. The upper part contains all of the four lower parts. Figure 4 shows a quad-tree with three
hierarchies. At the first hierarchy, the original image is divided into four subparts, another four parts
are created by each part at the next hierarchies, and the third hierarchy contains 43 tiles. Following
this pattern, we divided a 30 m Landsat TM/ETM dataset covering the territory of China into nine
hierarchies. The last hierarchy consisted of 49 tiles with the size of 256 × 256 pixels.
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Each cell in the last hierarchy is marked with a unique order. There are three main methods to
index each cell, hierarchy-based, space-filling curve (SFC) based, and coordinate-based indexing [21].
Hierarchy-based indexing is mostly applied for map services which provides a powerful hierarchy
traversal of the cells. Compared with coordinate-based indexing, space-filling curve retains the spatial
concentration of orders to the greatest extent. As illustrated in Figure 4, we propose applying the
Hilbert curve to index each tile. Compared with other linearization curves, for example, Morton,
Hilbert is more stable. There are more mutations in the Morton curve. For a range query in the shape
of a rectangle, Hilbert orders contained in the query range are segmented continuous. For the example
shown in Figure 4, the target range surrounded by red solid lines contains 12 tiles which are divided
into two continuous ranges. In this example, two queries should be performed to cover the target
region. For coordinate-based indexing, at least four continuous ranges should be queried. In addition,
if we expand the query range from 3 × 4 to 4 × 4 which is surrounded by red dotted line, tiles can be
covered by a single range. On the other hand, serval out of range tiles are queried which may cause
waste of I/O resources. Balance should be considered between the efficiency of query and the waste of
useless resources. We propose to optimize the query range at the last hierarchy which means all the
edges of the range are extended to evens.

ScienceGeoIndex manages metadata information of remote sensing data in a HDFS. We can
filter the dataset we need based on this metadata. On the basis of the quad-tree and Hilbert curve,
ScienceGeoIndex defines the rules of tile indexing and ROWKEYs of each tile in database. With the
indexing of remote sensing data, specialized queries could be performed easily and efficiently. Thanks
to ScienceGeoIndex, ScienceGeoSpark can access remote sensing data stored in ScienceGeoData.

2.4. ScienceGeoSpark: Remote Sensing Data Processing with Spark

In this subsection, we introduce the structure of ScienceGeoSpark. As illustrated in Figure 1, data
processing tasks submitted by users are uniformly scheduled by YARN. YARN is a comprehensive
scheduling management system that uniformly schedules and processes job resources such as Spark
and MapReduce, which provides a powerful interface for future expansion. At present, we propose
Spark to deal with large-scale remote sensing data processing data. Spark is an in-memory parallel
computation engine that is widely applied in different domains. As illustrated in Figure 5, according
to programming paradigm of Spark, the algorithm is implemented in some programming languages,
such as Java, Python, and Scala. Each programming language has a rich library of remote sensing
data processing, while Spark has a rich set of components for processing machine learning [40] and
databases [41]. We combine the extended library of programming languages with Spark’s operators
to solve various remote sensing processing problems. Python is recommended in ScienceGeoSpark.
Python is a popular programming language for image processing and machine learning thanks to its
abundant libraries such as GDAL, OpenCV, Tensorflow, Keras, PyTorch, etc.

The core concept of Spark is resilient distributed datasets (RDD). All Spark operators are operations
on RDD. Spark divides operators into two categories based on the principles of inertia, transformation
and action. The transformation operator only records the steps of the calculation. Transformation
is not executed and does not cache the results. For data-intensive computations, such as remote
sensing processing, the architecture effectively saves memory resources and achieves fault tolerance
and only the action operator is saved in memory. For the creation of general RDD, we need to import
remote sensing data. According to the method previously mentioned, data is directly obtained from
ScienceGeoData. Spark then analyzes the logic of the code, generating execution steps for calculations
and processing, which are represented in the form of a directed acyclic graph. The job is then divided
into a number of tasks and assigned to cluster for execution.

The advantage of this processing method is that it is suitable for the storage method of
ScienceGeoData, especially for tile data stored in HBase. The data storage method in units of
tiles allows calculations to be performed with any granular size. Spark’s "lazy principle" solves the
contradiction between a large amount of remote sensing data and insufficient memory, and also ensures
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the calculation speed. Spark’s error tolerance mechanism also guarantees the stable performance of
large remote sensing calculations.
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2.5. Dataflow between ScienceGeoData and ScienceGeoSpark

As we all known, the first step in processing remote sensing data is to find the data we really need
from the vast amount of data and, then, take targeted data out of the database to CPU or GPU for
calculation. In this case, it’s the most essential issue to efficiently retrieve data instead of recording
data. In this section, we focus on the dataflow of ScienceEarth.

Our main concern is to improve the comprehensive I/O efficiency of accessing these big data
storage containers through ScienceEarth. As previously mentioned, there are two types of storage in
ScienceGeoData. For remote sensing data stored directly in a HDFS, Spark is able to fetch data from the
HDFS directly. There have been many experiments and data on testing the I/O efficiency of Hadoop
and HBase [42–46], the I/O of both a HDFS and HBase can possibly reach serval gigabyte per second
depending on the size of the files and the cluster itself. However, Python or Spark do not originally
support fetching data from HBase. Therefore, we forward data with the help of Thrift. Remote sensing
data are transferred trough HBase, Thrift, Python and Spark. The process is complex, and it is hard to
define the overall speed by any individual step. As is illustrated in Figure 6, first, each job of Spark is
analyzed and divided into a list of tasks in the task pool by the master node. The dataset required by
the job is named U and consists of serval subsets corresponding to each task. Then, each idle thread of
worker node in Spark cluster is assigned a task and starts to process the Python code within the task.
Within each task, Python tries to demand data from HBase through Thrift. For example, Executor C
processes Task 7 with tiles in (e, f). This part of data is forwarded by the Thrift node from the HBase
node to Executor C. In order to reduce the workload of a single Thrift node, multiple Thrift nodes are
randomly allocated to each task. Both Thrift and HBase components are distributed. In this way, the
I/O load is shared by multiple executives and the entire cluster, effectively avoiding the I/O bottleneck
of a single node that limits the performance of the entire platform.
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2.6. Operation Mode of ScienceEarth

In the previous section, we explained the main components and principles of ScienceEarth and,
in this section, we describe ScienceEarth from the user’s perspective. ScienceEarth is an easy-to-use big
data remote sensing platform that aims to enable remote sensing scientists to conveniently experiment
with large remote sensing data. ScienceEarth provides three service modules oriented for users that
are based on three main components, as is shown in Figure 7. ScienceEarth provides users with data
service, map service, and experiment support service.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 607 8 of 20 
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The data service module relies on ScienceGeoData and ScienceGeoIndex to store and manage data.
Raw remote sensing data needs to be preprocessed into a data warehouse. The data in warehouse
are organized with the same structure which means we can standardize the management and use of
this data. We gradually upload various data to the platform’s database, hoping to provide a powerful
data warehouse. Users can access remote sensing data in the data warehouse online through map
service, similar to many other map services. Features such as downloading and online browsing are
supported. Experiment support service is the core service of ScienceEarth. Our purpose is to provide a
data-driven and algorithm-driven research service, and therefore remote sensing scientists do not need
to provide their own data and most of remote sensing common algorithms. In a word, ScienceEarth
provides a list of easy-to-use services.

Generally speaking, when remote sensing scientists perform experiments with ScienceEarth, first,
related algorithms and data should be provided or selected from library. Subsequently, users post their
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task through Python or through web application online. We provide an online integrated development
environment (IDE) tool, Jupyter, to process the job with Python codes. We have redeveloped many
features with a simple Python application programming interface (API). The Python code should
contain the basic information about some tasks, i.e., the tag name and timestamp of the dataset
that are used by the ScienceGeoIndex to pinpoint the metadata stored in ScienceGeoData. Users
should also specify the ScienceGeoSpark built-in algorithms or provide their own algorithm code for
calculations. ScienceGeoSpark provides a standard interface for user who define their own functions.
Nevertheless, serval common algorithms are developed as web-based applications. It is much easier to
use application than code. Equally, the functions of web-based application are more basic. Ultimately,
results are returned in different forms, such as map service or files.

3. Results

In this part of the study, we implanted an experimental ScienceEarth platform. The platform
consisted of 12 virtual machines. To verify the performance of ScienceEarth, some experiments were
conducted. First, we tested the I/O speed of HBase with three operations, PUT, SCAN, and ROW.
Secondly, we estimated the ability of spatial concentration of the Hilbert curve. In addition, we applied
ScienceEarth to perform a parallel remote sensing algorithm and compare the efficiency of ScienceEarth
with a single machine.

3.1. Experiment Environment

The prototype of ScienceEarth consists of 12 nodes, of which two of the 12 are MASTER nodes
which control and guarantee the runtime of ScienceEarth. The nodes are virtual machines supported by
cloud. The CLIENT node is applied to submit all kinds of request by clients, communicating the clients
and the platform. CLIENT node is in charge of processing all the requests from clients, we expect
that the more memory should be needed for both CLIENT and MASTER nodes. For WORKER nodes,
memory should pair with cores. Data is stored in each WORKER node, therefore, the storage of
WORKER should be great. As illustrated in Table 1, WOEKER nodes possess 32 cores of Intel Core
Processor (Skylake 2.1 GHz), 64 G of memory, and 10 TB of storage space, whereas the MASTER and
CLIENT nodes possess 32 cores of Intel Core Processor (Skylake 2.1 GHz), 128 G of memory, and 5 TB
of storage space. In the test, we used a set of 30 m global remote sensing data from Landsat TM/ETM
dataset. This data was provided by the Institute of Remote sensing and Digital Earth.

Table 1. Configuration and parameters of virtual machines of prototype.

Name CPU Computer Configuration

Client Intel Core Processor (Skylake) 2.1 GHz 32 cores 128 GB 5 TB
Master-1 Intel Core Processor (Skylake) 2.1 GHz 32 cores 128 GB 5 TB
Master-2 Intel Core Processor (Skylake) 2.1 GHz 32 cores 128 GB 5 TB

Worker-1 ~ worker-9 Intel Core Processor (Skylake) 2.1 GHz 32 cores 64 GB 10 TB

3.2. Efficiency of I/O

We first tested the ability of ScienceGeoData to read and write remote sensing tile data, which
is our main concern. ScienceGeoData stores and fetches remote sensing data through HBase and
ScienceGeoSpark. As previously mentioned, we are mainly concerned with the remote sensing data
stored in the form of tiles in HBase. These tiles are all PNG picture files. In order to simulate this kind
of working situation, we randomly generated a binary file the size of which is 60 KB, simulating a
picture of size 60 KB. Specifically, there are three main operations, namely PUT, ROW, and SCAN.
The PUT and ROW operations separately write and read one piece of data during a single operation,
whereas SCAN continuously fetches a list of data within the specified ROWKEY range from database.
It should be noted that we are not encouraged to cover all targeted tiles within one SCAN operation.
The working mechanism of Spark requires that large jobs be divided into small individual tasks [39].
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Therefore, in order to make the work multithreaded, tiles should be covered by serval individual
SCAN operations which means that we should better limit the maximum number of tiles in each single
SCAN operation. Additionally, it should be noted that in the actual application situation, due to the
discontinuity of the ROWKEY of the tiles, the number of tiles that each SCAN can contain varies with
the situation. In this experiment, each SCAN contains 1000 tiles if not specified.

It should be considered that efficiency can be effected by the workload situation in cloud. The
results can have some impact which is not caused by our algorithms or models.

3.2.1. Efficiency of I/O with Different Numbers of Working Nodes and Workload

First of all, we would like to observe the general I/O performance. The I/O workload is jointly
performed by all nodes in cluster. Therefore, the number of tasks and the amount of data of the nodes
participating in the work can have a certain impact on efficiency. To investigate this possible influence,
we estimated the I/O efficiency under different nodes and different workloads. We tested the efficiency
of three operations with different workloads, 105 tiles (5.7 GB), 5 × 105 tiles (28.6 GB), 106 tiles (57.2 GB),
2 × 106 tiles (114.4 GB), and 5 × 106 tiles (286.1 GB). At the same time, same estimations are performed
with different nodes.

As is illustrated in Figure 8, the cyan wireframe represents the results of the PUT operation, and
the blue and red wireframes represent the results of the ROW and SCAN operations, separately. The
axis indicates the average time cost per tile. Figure 8a, on the right, shows the detail of one slice when
the tile amount is 106 tiles (57.2 GB). Under this workload, time cost declines inconspicuously with the
incensement of working nodes. As shown in Figure 8b, the time cost is greater and unstable when
the task load is scarce. When the tile amount is greater than 105, the efficiency stabilizes. Generally,
the time cost by SCAN is the smallest, following by ROW. The PUT operation has the greatest time cost.
The SCAN operation requires 0.094 ms in the most ideal situation and varies around 0.1 ms/opt. The
PUT operation takes approximately 0.22 ms to operate a single tile which is approximately 2.2 times
that of SCAN. The operation of PUT has the greatest time cost which varies between 0.76 ms/opt to
1.21 ms/opt. Additionally, the effect of the number of nodes and workload on efficiency is not obvious.
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3.2.2. Comparison of the Efficiency of Different Data Size

We store the raster remote sensing data in a NoSQL database. However, remote sensing raster
data is different from general data, its size is much larger than general vector data. The size of a single
piece of data can have a similar impact on I/O efficiency. In this section, eight sets of data, ranging in
size from 100 B to 60 KB, are generated randomly as the row object. Experiments of three operations
are performed based on these datasets. Each test consists of 106 pieces of data and is executed on nine
machines on the Spark cluster.

As shown in Figure 9, the line chart shows the speed of I/O in MB/s. This data is obtained through
calculations, as well which is not real-time speed. The histogram represents the average time required
to process each tile in milliseconds. The horizontal axis represents different tile sizes. We have selected
a series of representative sizes from 100 B to 100 KB. The left vertical axis represents the average time
required to operate each tile, and the right vertical axis represents the I/O speed. The blue line and
histogram indicate PUT data, orange lines present ROW data, and green lines show SCAN operation
related data. In this set of tests, SCAN operation fetches 1000 tiles per operation.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 607 11 of 20 
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From the histogram, it can be found that as the size of a single tile increases, the execution time
required for operation also increases. It should be noted that there exist some data which are the
opposite of this rule. For example, the time cost of ROW with the tile of 90 KB is greater than the time
cost with the tile of 80 KB. We consider the results could have been influenced by the cloud workloads.
Conversely, the I/O speed is more complex. Although the time cost of small tile is relatively low,
the I/O speed is definitely not high. As is show in the line chart, at first, the speed climbs with the
increasement of tile size. At some point, the I/O speed begins to decrease. Specifically, the speed of
SCAN starts to fall with the size of 90 KB. The speed of ROW with the size of 60 KB is the highest and
this point appears at the size of 20 KB for ROW. Additionally, when the size of tiles is smaller than
10 KB, the efficiency increases dramatically along with the size, especially for SCAN. Between 10 KB to
80 KB, the I/O speed is relatively stable.

3.2.3. Comparison of the Efficiency of SCAN

SCAN is used to obtain a series of continuous tile data in a range. By specifying a starting
ROWKEY and an ending ROWKEY, SCAN sequentially obtains all the data in the interval sorted
by ASCII code. It is impossible for SCAN to cover all tile data in the target at one time. First of all,
the ASCII order of the ROWKEY of the tiles in the target cannot always be continuous. Secondly,
the single SCAN conflicts with Spark work modes, as mentioned in Section 2.5. Meanwhile, the amount
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of data of each SCAN can also have a certain impact on I/O efficiency. We estimated how SCAN can
affect I/O efficiency through this set of tests. Figure 10 shows the results of tests. We varied the amount
of each SCAN from five tiles up to 40,000 tiles. The tested dataset consisted of 106 tiles with a size of
60 KB. Because the interval span was relatively large, we selected some characteristic points for the
experiments. The abscissa represents the data amount of the tile for each SCAN query. We performed
a logarithmic operation on these values in order to analyze the feature points in different intervals
more intuitively and clearly. The ordinate indicates the speed of I/O in MB/s. Similarly, speed is the
calculated as an average instead of real-time I/O speed.
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As shown in Figure 10, it is obvious that the I/O speed, firstly, grows along with the increasement
of queried tiles per SCAN. When SCAN takes 10,000 tiles each time, the efficiency reaches the highest
point. Subsequently, the speed starts to go down. At the top point, the I/O speed reaches 1468.3 MB/s
which is 1.88 times the speed when SCAN takes 10,000 tiles each time (776.758 MB/S) and 5.49 times
the speed when SCAN takes five tiles each time (267.507 MB/s). Followed by the I/O speed, the range
is divided into five subranges out of three kinds. As is shown in the figure, the green range is regarded
as the most efficient region while the yellow region beside the green range is acceptable. The two
red regions at the both sides are of low efficiency. The results show that the I/O speed has a great
relationship with the size of the SCAN.

In order to ensure the consistency of experimental conditions, previous tests were based on
simulated tile data. However, for a real dataset, the size of each tile is not identical. We experimented
on real datasets. The experimental dataset is a set of global 30 m three-band data, as previously
mentioned. The dataset was provided by the Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth, Chinese
Academy of Sciences. We estimated the speed of ROW and SCAN. As illustrated in Figure 11, when
the task size is larger than 105, the latency of ROW and SCAN stabilized gradually corresponding with
the results of experiments in Figure 8. The average time required by ROW is approximately 0.2 ms,
while SCAN takes approximately 0.1 ms, which is similar to the results of test dataset.
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3.3. Efficiency of Index and Query

The first three sets of experiments tested the I/O efficiency of the platform. However, there are
many differences between the actual conditions and the experimental conditions. Experiments provide
guidance for the performance improvement of the platform, but we should consider carefully the
influence originated from the differences. Actually, the target area requested by the client is often
restricted in a spatial polygon (we assume and simplify it into a rectangle). This range is overwritten
by multiple tiles. Then, we calculate the ROWKEY of all the tiles in the range. The platform requests
the corresponding data from HBase according to these ROWKEYs and performs calculations. The
difference between the experiment and the actual situation is mainly reflected in two aspects. First
of all, ROWKEY of the in-range data cannot be permanently contiguous, we can only represent it as
multiple consecutive sets. Secondly, the size of the data is not constant. The size of a single piece
of tile depends on some characteristics of each tile itself. The first question is essentially a problem
associated with index methods. As mentioned in Section 3.2, continuity of ROWKEY has a significant
impact on I/O efficiency. In this section, we compare the performance of the Hilbert curve with the
coordinate-based method.

We estimated the ability of the spatial concentration of Hilbert curve and the coordinate-based
method, which is shown in Figure 12. We simulated 5000 random rectangles that represent 5000
random query regions. The size of the queried regions varied from 100 × 100 to 1000 × 1000. The
tests are performed on an 11-order quad-tree map which contains 411 × 411 tiles. The abscissa axis
represents the number of tiles contained within the rectangular region, and the ordinate axis represents
the number of queries required to cover all tiles in the region. Each point denotes a single simulation
of region and the curves are fitted curves of the results of three different methods. Among 5000 trial
queries, Hilbert (in blue) and coordinate-based (in brown) methods required a similar average number
of queries. As shown in Figure 12, the fitted curves of these two methods are extremely close. It should
be explained that the maximum of the coordinate-based method is defined by the number of rows or
columns of the queried region. As a result, the maximum of the coordinate-based method is 1000 for
the region below 1000 × 1000. Optimized Hilbert requires fewer queries to cover the same regions.
When the selected area is small (0 to 4 × 105 tiles), this gap is even larger.
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As is illustrated in Table 2, Hilbert needs 552.0326 queries while the coordinate-based method
requires 546.4178 times. For optimized Hilbert, it is very obvious that after optimization, efficiency of
Hilbert has been significantly improved. The number of queries required for the optimized of Hilbert
is 275.4384 times on average, which is just half of the two previous methods. We extended the size of
the test map to an 11-order map which contained 413 × 413 tiles. The results are illustrated in Table 2
which is almost the same as the former one. The optimized Hilbert covers the same area with fewer
sets, and the size of the base map has little effect on connectivity.

Table 2. Average number of queries of three methods with different map sizes.

The Size of Map Coordinate-Based SFC: Hilbert SFC: Optimized Hilbert

411 × 411 tiles 546.4178 queries 552.0326 queries 275.4384 queries
413 × 413 tiles 543.1366 queries 548.6832 queries 275.1958 queries

3.4. Calculation Performance

In this section, we try to study the performance of ScienceGeoSpark. Previous experiments tested
the I/O performance and query performance of ScienceGeoData and ScienceGeoIndex. In fact, these
tasks are performed in the form of ScienceGeoSpark tasks and, although a certain amount of computing
power is required in the data transmission process, the results do not reflect calculation performance.
In this section, tests are based on two algorithms, high-pass filtering and edge detection, both of which
are embedded originally within OpenCV.

High-pass filtering is finished through filter2D of OpenCV with a 3 × 3 kernel and edge detection
is performed through operation Canny of OpenCV. For this part of the experiment, we used a set of
global 30 m three-band remote sensing image data of land (without data of ocean). The row data is in
the form of GeoTIFF, with a size of approximately 687 GB. In the first step, we split the data into tiles in
PNG format and store the data in ScienceGeoData. It should be noted that the data in the database
is approximately 296.4 GB after transformation, because the compression ratio of the PNG format is
higher than that of GeoTIFF. Figure 13 shows the origin data, and data after high-pass filtering and
Canny edge detection.

As is shown in Figure 14, we estimated the time cost of two algorithms with different working
nodes. Among these tests, the data are fetched by SCAN. As previously mentioned, SCAN data takes
some of the time. In this section, we aim to eliminate this kind of influence and focus on the cost of
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only calculation. Therefore, we add a set of control tests with purely SCAN operations. Generally,
the time cost declines when more working nodes are participating. When the working nodes increase
to five, the time cost decreases slowly. With nine nodes, it takes approximately 275 s and 285 s for
high-pass filtering and Canny edge detection, separately, whereas with SCAN for all the data the time
cost is 205 s.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Performace of the ScienceGeoData

ScienceGeoData inherits characteristics of HDFS and HBase, and ScienceGeoData is highly
available and able to satisfy high I/O requests. Specifically, we store tiles data in PNG format in the
database. To achieve this, we split remote sensing data into tiles with certain size of 256 × 256 pixels,
following the rules of quad-trees. Following this manner, users can efficiently query and fetched data.
Various complex data requirements are easily implemented in such databases. Figure 8 shows the
general I/O efficiency of ScienceGeoData with tiles, there are two operations to read data from the
database, SCAN and ROW, and one operation, PUT, to write into the database. Generally, speed of
writing data is much lower than reading, and the performance of SCAN is more excellent than that
of PUT.

In order to further explore I/O characteristics of ScienceGeoData, more experiments were carried
out. Figure 9 indicates that when the tiles are in the size between 10 KB and 80 KB, the I/O speed of
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three main operations of HBase is stable and fine. For a PNG tile of 256 × 256 pixels with three channels,
the size is exactly within the range. That is to say, the size of tile is suitable for ScienceGeoData and can
reach the most efficient working condition. Figure 10 shows the I/O speed of SCAN with different
SCAN sizes. We divided the range of 5 to 4 × 105, into five subranges which are indicated by colors.
The results suggest that SCAN size is better within 500 to 2 × 105, which are shown in yellow and green.

Under experimental conditions, the I/O speed of tiles stored in HBase reach approximately
1400 MB/s when the SCAN size is 2 × 104 and the single size of a tile is 60 KB. By the time this
article was written, more than 80 terabytes of remote sensing data and copies had been stored in
ScienceGeoData. In the whole test phase, the system of ScienceGeoData and ScienceGeoIndex has
maintained stable performance.

4.2. Performance of ScienceGeoIndex

ScienceGeoIndex offers an index solution for tiles stored in SharaData. According to the quad-tree
and Hilbert curve, ScienceGeoIndex retains the contiguity of ROWKEYs of the tiles. From Figure 12,
the optimized Hilbert doubles the performance as compared with the coordinate-based method. When
performing the same query task, optimized Hilbert only needs about half the queries as that of the
coordinate-based method.

As is illustrated in Figure 15, we analyze the distribution of tiles during the simulation mentioned
in Figure 12. The top bar shows the distribution of tiles in different query regions by coordinate-based
index, indicating that 25% of the tiles are queried in the size of 0 to 500 tiles per SCAN, and 75% are
queried in the 501 to 2000 tiles per SCAN. According to the five regions in Figure 10, the speed of 25%
of the tiles is extremely low, and the speed of 75% of the tiles is relatively low. For the distribution of
Hilbert in the next two bars, only 4% of tiles are in the first two regions, separately, and 37% tiles are
in the third region (in green), and 42% and 12% of tiles in the two following regions. For the tiles in
these two regions, we can manually split these tiles into the group of ideal size (in green). As a result,
approximately 92% of tiles can be queried with high efficiency.
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Above all, the index ability of ScienceGeoIndex is good and corresponds to the requirements of
ScienceGeoData. When performing a range query, ScienceGeoIndex requires fewer queries and the
structure of query is remarkable.

4.3. Performance of ScienceGeoSpark

ScienceGeoSpark offers a powerful calculation performance based on Spark, which can interact
with the data in ScienceGeoData. Figure 14 shows the tests of calculation performance. It only
takes about 300 s to perform edge detection on a 30 m three-band global remote sensing product
with ScienceGeoSpark.

As is shown in Table 3, we compared the efficiency of ScienceGeoSpark with a normal server. The
configuration of a normal server is the same as the configuration of WORKER in cluster. We processed
high-pass filtering and Canny edge detection on two types of platforms with the same algorithms.
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First, we compared the performance for a single scene. Compared with a normal server, ScienceEarth
improved the performance by 235.7% and 278.3%, separately. Although the data amount is relatively
small, the advantage of ScienceEarth is limited by the basic expenditure of the system. With respect to
processing the global data, the improvement reaches 2726.2% and 2406.2%. It needs to be explained
that in the example with a single machine, only a single core participates in the calculation, whereas
ScienceEarth has 32 cores that participate in the calculation. The same algorithm was tested on a server
with 32 core parallel operations but failed because the memory required for parallel computing is
too large. Although the average performance per core is reduced, ScienceEarth can calculate large
tasks in parallel. At the same time, we noticed that when the number of nodes used by ScienceEarth
increased from four to nine, the speed remained basically stable because the test algorithm we choose is
relatively simple. The algorithm overhead is relatively small as compared with the overhead required
for communication and other tasks.

Table 3. Comparison of efficiency with ScienceEarth and a normal server.

Globe Remote Sensing Data with 3
Channels

(30 m, 687 GB)
Single Scene (1 GB)

Single
Machine
(1 nodes)

ScienceEarth
(4 nodes) Improvement

Single
Machine
(1 nodes)

ScienceEarth
(1 nodes) Improvement

High-pass
filtering 8590.1 s 315.1 s 2726.2% 9.9 s 4.2 s 235.7%

Canny edge
detection 9367.4 s 389.3 s 2406.2% 12.8 s 4.6 s 278.3%

Above all, the results manifest that ScienceEarth is a potential prototype for remote sensing big
data. More complex algorithms combined with significant practical research should be tried with
ScienceGeoSpark in future experiments. For example, large scale vegetation indices calculation is as
suitable for cloud-based cluster framework as Google Earth Engine or ScienceEarth [47].

5. Conclusions

With the explosive growth of remote sensing data, the storage and use of remote sensing data
has become a hot topic. On the other side, the development of big data technology in recent years
has provided solutions and open source tools for remote sensing big data applications. Driven by the
advancement of demand and the development of technology, it is possible to solve the traditional
remote sensing problem through big data approaches.

In this article, we introduce a cloud-based remote sensing big data platform prototype, ScienceEarth.
Composed of three main parts, i.e., ScienceGeoData, ScienceGeoIndex and ScienceGeoSpark,
ScienceEarth offers a throughout solution for remote sensing data. SharaEarth is capable of storing
massive amounts of heterogeneous remote sensing data and provides fast indexing of data based
on various characteristics. Thanks to ScienceGeoIndex, the data stored in ScienceEarth is no longer
independent and unusable raw data. ScienceEarth combines the data and processing. Remote sensing
data can be directly used for fast and efficient cloud computing. Since the underlying storage and
indexing of this series is transparent to users, ScienceEarth has a very low threshold for use. Thanks to
the support for mainstream programming languages, ScienceEarth can be quickly and easily used by
remote sensing scientists. This convenient feature allows remote sensing scientists to independently
use ScienceEarth for scientific research and development. Preliminary experimental results show that
the performance of ScienceEarth is excellent and it is a very promising prototype of a remote sensing
data processing platform.

In subsequent work, we expect to make more progress. First, we plan to optimize the
ScienceGeoIndex index structure to provide standard map services. In addition, we hope that
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ScienceEarth can automate the processing of raw satellite data, including geometric correction and
partial radiation correction functions. Finally, we plan to introduce support for vector data and combine
vector data with raster data to provide services. Machine learning and deep learning frameworks
based on remote sensing images are also under consideration.
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